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Impact of Virtual Synchronous Machines on
Low-Frequency Oscillations in Power Systems
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Abstract—The low-frequency oscillations (LFOs) inherent in
power systems will be impacted by the increasing penetration
of renewable energy sources (RESs). This paper investigates the
impact of virtual synchronous machine (VSM) based RESs on the
LFOs in power systems. A detailed two-machine test-bed has been
developed to analyze the LFOs which exists when VSMs replace
synchronous generators. The characteristics of the LFO modes
and the dominant states have been comprehensively analyzed.
Furthermore, this study analyzes the LFO modes which exists
in an all-VSM grid. The role of the power system stabilizers in
the all-VSM grid has been comprehensively evaluated. The IEEE
benchmark two-area four-machine system has been employed to
corroborate the results of the small-signal analysis and observe
the transient performance. The analysis in this paper have been
performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment.

Index Terms—Low-frequency oscillation, renewable energy
sources, virtual synchronous machine, synchronous generator,
power system stabilizer.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENVIRONMENTAL, technical and economic issues have
been increasing the penetration of renewable energy

sources (RESs) in the power system [1]. The replacement of
synchronous generators (SGs) with large scale RESs has a
significant impact on the power system dynamics and plays
a crucial role on the system stability [2]–[5]. The British
National Grid recently reported undesirable trends including
increasing voltage and frequency oscillations, declining fre-
quency response, inertia, reactive power support and short
circuit level, which have been associated with high RESs
penetration [6], [7]. For the UK to meet the 2050 target [8],
without jeopardizing the grid stability and reliability, RESs
must employ control paradigms which offer similar robustness
as the conventional SGs. Consequently, several research has
been done in the development and implementation of virtual
synchronous machine (VSM) algorithms, which enable RESs
mimic the behaviour of the SG, thus bolstering the grid
stability and reliability. However, since VSMs emulate the
dynamics of SGs, some of the undesirable characteristics of
the SGs may also be exhibited by the VSM [9], [10]. Although
several research have investigated the operation of the VSM
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in a grid, only a handful of the previous arts [4], [9]–[16],
have investigated the impact of the VSM on the low-frequency
oscillations (LFOs) of power systems.

LFOs are an inherent phenomena in the conventional power
system, and are usually in the range of 0.1–2 Hz [1], [3].
Although, LFOs generally refer to the electromechanical oscil-
lations emanating from SGs, recent literature [17]–[21], have
discussed the possibility of new modes in the LFO range due
to the interaction between SGs and the RESs. Considering
the critical nature of LFOs in impacting the power system
stability and the gradual replacement of SGs by RESs, the
threat of LFO instability will still exist. It is also noted that
a “zero carbon power system” does not necessarily mean that
there will not be any SGs. For examples, nuclear/hydro power
plants, which are considered clean energy, utilize SGs. Hence
in this paper, the oscillations in the LFO range emanating from
both the RESs and SGs are termed as LFOs. Although, high
frequency oscillations also occur in the interaction between
RESs, the damping mechanisms on the virtual governor and
virtual automatic voltage regulator (AVR) of the proposed
VSM ensure adequate damping of high frequency oscillations
[22].

One solution to mitigate the impact of LFOs, is to limit
the magnitude of power transfer in critical tie-lines in order
to reduce the stress in the system, however this results in the
under-utilization of transmission line infrastructure [23], [24].
The modulation of demand side load has also been proposed
in literature to damp LFOs [24]–[27]. The main idea is to re-
motely control end-user loads in response to LFOs. The loads
are grouped into clusters and wide-area signals are utilized
to control each clusters to achieve adequate damping of the
LFOs. However, this technique requires the participation of
significant end-user loads to achieve satisfactory performance,
which may not be readily available at the instant of need.
Moreover, the controllers need to be frequently reconfigured
to capture changes in the load and network configuration [25].
An effective solution for damping LFOs is the deployment of
power system stabilizers (PSSs) on SGs. This has been the
prevalent and most economical technique for damping LFOs
in power systems [4], [5]. The PSS injects supplementary
stabilizing signals into the SG, thus mitigating the LFOs and
improving the system stability [1], [28]. The rotor speed,
frequency and power are commonly employed as input signals
to the PSS [28]–[30]. However, the increasing replacement of
SGs with RESs has posed new concerns and spurred several
research works [11], [31], [32].

Although this study is mainly focused on the operation
of RESs at the transmission level, similar trends may be
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expected for operation at the distribution level. Generally, two
approaches have been employed in literature: (1) mitigating
the impact of RESs on LFOs e.g. [33]–[36] (2) employing
stabilizing signals on RESs to damp LFOs e.g. [37]–[40].
To mitigate the impact of RESs on LFOs, Sadamoto et al
[33], proposed a retrofit controller for wind farms using a
linear quadratic regulator that depends on partial feedback
of states solely from the wind farm. This design ensures
that newly added RESs do not destabilize a hitherto stable
system. It was also observed in [17], [18], [34], [35], that
optimizing the parameters of the phase-locked loop (PLL)
reduced the impact of RESs on the damping of LFOs. Studies
in [3], [36], [41] demonstrate that implementing voltage or
reactive power control on RESs (as opposed to unity power
factor control) relieves the reactive power strain on SGs and
thus improves LFO damping. However, [20] claims that the
interaction between reactive power control of RESs with the
SGs can create new LFO modes. Also, changing the PLL’s
parameters as suggested in [17], [18], [34], [35] may impact
the synchronization and the low-voltage ride-through perfor-
mance. Moreover, since [33]–[36] emphasis on the mitigation
of the detrimental impact of RESs on the power system, their
employed parameter optimization, may not adequately damp
external disturbances emanating from the SGs. Hence, the bulk
of studies on RESs focus on the deployment of PSS and power
oscillation dampers (PODs) using both local and wide-area
signals to effectively damp LFOs [5], [37]–[40]. However, the
potential frequency instability and inertia reduction associated
with the traditional RESs is shifting the focus of new studies
to the robust and grid-friendly VSMs [4]. Hence, this paper
investigates the LFO modes which exists when VSMs replace
SGs, and the role of PSS in such systems.

The concept of VSMs were originally introduced in [42],
[43], where the voltage and phase angle of voltage source
converters were modulated to mimic the dynamics of the SG.
The algorithms in [42], [43] employed detailed models of the
SG. However, recent studies have shown that these models are
susceptible to numerical instability and are computationally
intensive [44], [45]. Hence, subsequent VSM topologies pro-
posed in literature have employed simpler control algorithms
which emulate the SG dynamics on the power loop, voltage
loop or current loop [45]–[47].

Recent studies [11], [13] have shown that LFOs, similar to
the conventional SGs, exists for multi-VSM power systems.
Du et al [11] observed that when the LFOs from the VSM
and the SGs are in close proximity, the system angular stability
deteriorates. Hence, the authors suggested designing the VSM
parameters such that the LFOs from the VSM are not within
close proximity of the LFOs from the SGs. Although this
approach mitigates the detrimental impact of the VSM on the
power system angular stability, it may lead to sub-optimal de-
sign and performance of the VSM. Alipoor et al [10] proposed
a variable inertia scheme for damping LFOs. The rationale of
this scheme was elucidated via the energy function analysis
and validated via simulation. It was also reported that VSMs
employing this scheme can be deployed as a buffer between
the SG and the grid to enhance the system stability. However,
the authors did not detail the stable boundaries for the inertia

variation. Ref. [12] proposed augmenting the adaptive inertia
with an inertia matching scheme. The change of frequency
and the time derivative of the frequency change were utilized
in deriving a stable threshold for the virtual inertia variation.
However, the effectiveness of this scheme was not validated
for large disturbances. In [9], the VSM swing equation was
linearized and expressed as a second-order control system.
Hence, the system parameters relating to the damping ratio
can be optimized to improve the system stability. Results
from the simulated scenarios prove that the proposed scheme
is viable for damping LFOs. However, the design requires
some trial and error procedures followed by complex and
time consuming mathematical derivation. Although the above
schemes for VSM do not employ an additional stabilizing
signal, the damping provided by [10]–[12] is not as efficient
as the conventional PSS.
Sun et al [13] proposed a lead-lag compensator employed
on the frequency control loop, which provides both inertial
and damping effect on the LFOs. Although the proposed
control seems effective, the impact of the VSM replacing
SG was not investigated. Huang et al [4] employed the
damping torque analysis to evaluate the controllers which
impact the LFO damping when VSMs replace SGs. The
resulting analysis, illustrated that the PLL significantly impacts
the LFO damping of the VSM. Hence, the authors proposed
employing a lead-lag compensator which is cascaded with the
PLL to improve the LFO damping of the VSM. However,
the design of the proposed controller necessitates a trade-
off between the tracking speed of the PLL and the damping
capability of the VSM, thus hindering the optimal damping
of LFOs. Perez et al [14] investigated two LFO damping
topologies namely: the grid-damping and self-damping, which
employed the measured grid frequency and the virtual rotor
speed of the VSM respectively. It was observed that the
grid-damping is a more effective solution. Furthermore, the
combination of both damping topologies provided satisfactory
performance. Similarly, in [15], the difference between the
measured grid frequency and the virtual rotor speed was
synthesized to achieve a virtual inertial power to damp LFOs.
However, the stabilizing signals for these topologies [14], [15]
were injected on the active power loop, which may lead to
torsional oscillations when the prime mover of the VSM is
a wind turbine [1]. In [16], a virtual frictional component
was proposed to damp LFOs. The input signal to the virtual
frictional component is the difference in rotor speeds of the
participating machines. Despite the efficacy of the proposed
technique, it is highly reliant on the communication of remote
signals (rotor speeds of remote machines), which institutes
a technical and economical barrier for application in large
systems [48].

In most of the previous arts (including [5], [13]), the
grid network is assumed to be quasi-static, which is often
considered adequate for stability analysis involving only SGs
with slow dynamics [28], [29]. However, for RESs with fast
response, evaluating the dynamic interaction of the RESs
with the network is very crucial in validating the system
stability [49], [50]. Also, in [9], [10], [13], [14] the analytical
derivations do not provide a holistic insight of the system
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Fig. 1. Proposed VSMPSS control structure

stability as it neglects some controller dynamics (e.g. reactive
power, voltage and current control). It is noted, that despite the
vast works on RESs, there are still conflicting conclusions on
its net impact on the LFO damping [32]. Furthermore, none of
the previous arts (to the best of the authors knowledge) have
evaluated the role of PSS in an all VSMs system. In light of
the gaps in the previous works, the contributions of this paper
are:
(1) Comprehensive analysis on the impact of replacing SG
with VSM and VSMPSS, using a detailed two-machine test-
bed.
(2) Comprehensive analysis of the LFO modes which exists
in an all-VSM power system.
(3) Evaluation of the role of PSS in an all-VSM power system.

It is noted that at the time of writing this paper there is no
worldwide accepted definition on VSM topology, nor on its
technical specifications. For example [51], that uses a direct
voltage controlled approach, claims that although “dq-axis cur-
rent injection” converters, which use a “Swing Equation-based
inertial response”, can provide a “fast frequency response”,
they do not have “the same nature as inertia naturally provided
by the SG” and can “destabilize the system even more” –
claims, which are contradictory with [52]–[54]. The authors,
therefore, recognize that the proposed structure in this paper
may not be considered by some researchers as a typical VSM
technology.

This paper is organized as follows: The modelling of the
VSM is presented in Section II. Section III presents the
comprehensive modal analysis of the power system using
a detailed two-machine test-bed. Section IV presents the
simulation results which corroborate the analysis in III. Section
V concludes the paper.

II. MODELLING OF THE VSM
VSMs are proposed to enable RESs behave like SGs. The

base of the VSM method employed in this paper was devel-
oped in [22], for wind turbine applications. The main addition
here is the PSS for damping LFOs. The salient feature of this
VSM paradigm is that no switching operation is required in all

modes of operation i.e. grid connected operation, islanding and
low-voltage ride-through. The VSM control structure, which
is illustrated in Fig. 1, employs the standard dq frame current
controllers.

A. Virtual governor

The primary function of the virtual governor is to regulate
frequency f within nominal value. This is achieved by reg-
ulating f in proportion to the current demand id (which is
associated with the active power P ). The equation describing
the governor dynamics is represented in (1) and illustrated in
Fig. 1 [22].

i∗d = Kf (f∗ − f)(
1

1 + τfs
) + id−set (1)

Where f∗, i∗d and id−set are the reference frequency, reference
active current and equivalent current set point respectively.
From (1) and Fig. 1, it is observed that the PLL, which
provides f for the virtual governor operates in both islanded
and grid-connected modes, thus ensuring f is well regulated
in all operating modes. Pset, which determines id−set, can
be derived from a maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
algorithm (e.g. for wind systems in [22]). Kf and τf are the
droop gains and the damping filter time constant of the virtual
governor respectively. Kf is chosen such that f is within the
nominal range i.e. 0.99 pu < f < 1.01 pu [55]. The PLL
maintains the dq frame alignment of the voltage Vc i.e. Vcq =
0 (hence Vcd ≈ |Vc|).

B. Virtual AVR

The role of the virtual AVR, is to regulate Vcd in proportion
to the current demand iq (which is associated with the reactive
power Q). The virtual AVR configuration is illustrated in Fig.
1 and described in (2), where V ∗

d , i∗q , Kv and τv represent the
reference voltage, reference reactive current, droop gains and
damping filter time constant respectively [22]. Kv is chosen
such that Vc is within the nominal range i.e. 0.9 pu < Vc < 1.1
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pu [55]. From (2) and Fig. 1, it is observed that the virtual AVR
actively regulates Vcd for all operating modes (grid-connected
and islanded) and ensures fast-fault current injection during
fault.

i∗q = −Kv(V ∗
cd − Vcd)(

1

1 + τvs
) (2)

C. Power System Stabilizer

The primary function of the PSS is to damp LFOs, thus
improving the stability of the power system [28]. The PSS
is integrated to the virtual AVR as illustrated in Fig. 1. To
achieve adequate damping on the system, the input signal of
the PSS should contain sufficient information of the system
oscillation [37], [38]. Here, we implement the P signal, which
is a function of the rotor angle difference ∆δ between intercon-
nected machines (for inductive grid) [28], [48]. This enables
the use of a local variable (P ) with adequate information on
remote signals (∆δ). The stabilizer gain KSTAB determines
the amount of damping introduced by the PSS [28]. The phase
compensation of the damping signal is provided by the lead-
lag filter, where n represents the number of cascaded lead-
lag filters [29]. The saturation block limits the output of the
PSS Vpss, so it does not adversely impact the virtual AVR
response [28]. The signal washout block serves as a high-pass
filter, which passes all the signals in the frequency range of
interest and eliminates steady state signals from Vpss. The time
constant Tw of the washout block is normally in the range of 1
to 20 seconds for most applications [28]. The overall equation
representing the integration of the virtual AVR with the PSS
is given by (3):

i∗q = −Kv(V ∗
d − (Vd − Vpss))(

1

1 + τvs
) (3)

III. SMALL-SIGNAL STABILITY ANALYSIS

The primary concern in the small-signal stability study of
power systems is the nature of the angular oscillations, when
the system is subjected to small disturbances [28]. The angular
oscillations of interest are the LFOs [1], [3]. A single machine
infinite bus model is commonly used to observe the stability
and performance of SGs [28], [29]. However, this may not
be adequate for systems containing diverse RESs, as it is
unable to elucidate the interaction between the various power
generating sources in the network. Hence in this study, a
detailed two-machine test-bed has been developed which offers
an excellent platform for the observation and comprehensive
analyses of the interaction of modes between the SG and VSM.
The topology of the test-bed is illustrated in Fig. 2, where SL1

and SL2 represent the apparent power demand by the load
at area 1 and 2 respectively, while Stie represents the power
transmitted through the interconnecting tie-line. Vdq and Idq
represent the dq component of the voltage and current of the
machines respectively. The subscript 1 and 2 denote variables
relating to machine 1 and 2 respectively. The 6th-order model
of the SG has been implemented in this study [50], [56]. In
order to investigate the small-signal stability analysis, all units
in the system must be synchronized to a common reference
frame [28], [29]. The rotating frame of an arbitrary machine is

Fig. 2. Topology of two-machine test-bed: (a) Single line diagram (b)
Signal-flow diagram

chosen as the common reference frame DQj [28]. The output
variables of the ith machine rotating at dqi is translated to
DQj using the output transformation operator Tout (5), while
the input variables on DQj are translated to dqi using [T−1

out]
[49], [50].

[
fDQ

]
=

[
Tout

] [
fdq

]
(4)

[
Tout

]
=

[
cos(δij) −sin(δij)
sin(δij) cos(δij)

]
(5)

Where fDQ and fdq are the machine variables represented
on DQj and dqi respectively, δij is the angular difference
between DQj and dqi. The output and input of each machine
are the machine voltage and current respectively. The network
state equations and the loads are modelled in state space as
detailed in [49], [56], and are all represented on the common
reference frame. The complete state space model of the test
system is modelled in MATLAB/SIMULINK. The linearized
model of the complete system is represented by ∆ẋ∆ẋ∆ẋ = A∆xA∆xA∆x
+ B∆uB∆uB∆u and is obtained in MATLAB using the linear analysis
toolbox.
The stability analysis in this study analyzes the: (A) impact
of SG replacement by VSM (B) robustness of the VSMPSS
(C) stability of an all-VSM grid (D) the role of PSS in
these scenarios. The system’s parameters are detailed in Table
I. The machine and network parameters have a base rating
of 900 MVA. The nominal voltage at the SG terminal and
transmission network are 20 kV and 230 kV respectively. The
initial operating point for the machines are Pset = P ∗ = 0.8
pu.

A. Impact of SG replacement by VSM

The objective here is to observe the LFO modes when
SGs are replaced by VSMs. To achieve this, we consider
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TABLE I
System’s parameters

VSM
Parameter Value
Current Loop PI control Kp = 9e−4 Ki = 9e−3
tf , tv 1.3 s, 0.005 s
PLL PI control Kp = 0.005 Ki = 0.05
Filter impedance R = 0.008 pu L = 0.3 pu

SG
Parameter Value (pu)
H , p 6, 2
D 0.002

Transmission network
Line impedance R = 9e−4 pu/km, XL = 9e−3 pu/km

Transformer impedance XL = 0.15 pu
SL1, SL2, Stie 0.4 pu, 0.8 pu, 0.36 pu (at 0.85 PF)

three system configurations on the test-bed (see Fig. 2): (1)
The stability of the test system with two SGs (SG-SG) (2)
Replacing SG2 with VSM (SG-VSM) (3) Addition of PSS to
VSM (SG-VSMPSS). For this test, PSS is not utilized for the
SG as this has been well established in literature [28], [29].
Fig. 3 illustrates the location of the dominant system poles for
the three test configurations. Table II illustrates the damping
ratio (ζ) and dominant states affecting the LFO modes. The
dominant states are obtained using participation factor matrix
(pk)[28]. The subscript 1 and 2 in the last column of Table
II denote the dominant states relating to machine 1 and 2
respectively.

1) SG-SG: For the first configuration, (see Fig. 3(a)). It
is observed that, with 2 SGs (with no PSS) the system is
marginally stable as a pair of poles oscillating at 5.52 rad/s
are situated very close to the jω-axis. From Table II, it is
observed that this poles are rotor angle modes (i.e. dominated
by ∆δ12, ∆ω1 and ∆ω2) and ζ = 0.003. This implies that
a disturbance in the system will lead to continuous angular
oscillations which do not decay with time, due to insufficient
damping torque.

2) SG-VSM: With SG2 replaced by the VSM (see Fig.
3(a)), two oscillatory poles λ1,2 and λ3,4 are observed. The
poles λ1,2 oscillates at 2.62 rad/s and is dominated by ∆δ12,
∆ω1 and ∆i∗cd2 (from the VSM’s virtual governor). While
λ3,4 oscillates at 4.44 rad/s, and is dominated by ∆δ12, ∆i∗cd2
and ∆ωPLL2 (from the VSM’s PLL). This system is stable
as the poles are all located on the left hand side (LHS) of
the jω-axis. It is also noted that the damping ratio of λ1,2
has increased. However, it is still not very well-damped (ζ
= 0.092). It is noted that, although [11] suggests retuning
the VSM’s parameters, retuning an already well-designed
VSM, may exacerbate other modes and deteriorate the VSM
performance. As an alternative, since the VSM is designed
to emulate the SG, some of the supplementary controls (e.g.
PSS) employed on the SG, should be applicable on the VSM
to enhance the power system stability.

3) SG-VSMPSS: For this configuration, the PSS shown in
Fig. 1 is employed on the VSM. From Fig. 3(b), it is observed
that a direct feedback of P (without lead-lag compensators)
exacerbates the dominant LFO mode (λ12) in the SG-VSM
configuration. Hence, to achieve the desired damping on the
LFO modes, the PSS must be systematically designed. Two
crucial parameters in the design of the PSS are the oscillatory
frequency ωosc and the phase lead φlead on the lead-lag

TABLE II
Dominant eigenvalues for sub-section III-A

SG-SG
Pole Mode Damping Ratio (ζ) Dominant states
λ1,2 -0.017 ± 5.52 0.003 ∆δ12, ∆ω1, ∆ω2

SG-VSM
Pole Mode Damping Ratio (ζ) Dominant states
λ1,2 -0.242 ± 2.62 0.092 ∆δ12, ∆ω1, ∆i∗cd2

λ3,4 -1.58 ± 4.44 0.335 ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL2, ∆i∗cd2

SG-VSMPSS

Pole Mode Damping Ratio (ζ) Dominant states
λ1,2 -0.584 ± 2.46 0.23 ∆δ12, ∆ω1, ∆i∗cd2, ∆Vpss

λ3,4 -4.3 ± 4.62 0.681 ∆ωPLL2, ∆i∗cd2, ∆Vpss

λ5,6 -0.87 ± 3.82 0.209 ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL2, ∆Vpss

compensator [29]. In this study, the required φlead is obtained
using the residue approach [57], [58]. The residue angle
∠Ri (see Fig. 3(b)), at which λ12 approaches the jω-axis is
obtained from the transfer function Gres(s) = P/V ∗. Here
∠Ri ≈ 60°, hence the required φlead = 120° i.e. φlead =
180°−∠Ri. The primary consideration in selecting ωosc for
the PSS, is to achieve maximum damping on the critical
modes. This is usually the inter-area modes which are usually
under-damped due to weak interconnecting tie-lines [3], [5].
In this study, ωosc is chosen as 4.21 rad/s which ensures
adequate damping for the LFO modes of interest. It is noted
that for complex PSS designs i.e. multi-band PSS (MB-PSS),
more than one ωosc value is normally chosen within the LFO
range [58]. For optimum performance, it is desirable to limit
the maximum φlead of each compensator, such that φlead <
60o [58]. Hence, three identical lead-lag compensators (n=3)
with φlead = 40° are implemented; such that T 1 and T 2 are
0.509 and 0.11 respectively. Kpss is chosen on the premise of
achieving sufficient damping, whilst also avoiding controller
saturation (which might occur due to very high Kpss). Here,
Kpss is chosen as 0.12. To ensure fast response of the VSM,
while passing the desired low frequencies, Tw = 1 s.
From Fig. 3(c), it is observed that by employing the PSS, an
additional oscillatory mode λ5,6 is introduced into the system.
This mode is dominated by ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL2 and ∆Vpss. It is
also observed that, the dominant modes in λ1,2 and λ3,4 are
similar to configuration 2. However, ∆Vpss is also dominant
on λ1,2 and λ3,4. From Fig. 3(c), it is observed that the
inclusion of the PSS moves the oscillatory modes further to the
LHS, indicating improved stability and damping. As detailed
in Table II, the ζ for λ1,2 and λ3,4 have increased to 0.23 and
0.681 respectively, which are now well-damped.

B. Robustness of the VSMPSS

Consider the testbed in Fig. 2, where P1 and P2 represent
the active power generated by SG1 (or VSM1) and SG2 (or
VSM2) respectively, and PL represents the aggregated active
load (i.e. PL1 + PL2 = PL). Since the network is inductive
(i.e. XL� R), one can assume that the SGs (or VSMs) rotor
angles are small (i.e. sin δi ≈ δi), and the system voltage
deviation is negligible (i.e. V1 = V2 ≈ 1 pu). The linear
equation representing the active power flow in the network
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(c) Comparison of the LFO when PSS is employed on VSM

Fig. 3. Impact of SG replacement by VSM

can be represented by (6) [59]:

∆P1 =
1

XL1
(∆δ1 −∆δL)

∆P2 =
1

XL2
(∆δ2 −∆δL) (6)

∆δL =
∆δ1XL2 + ∆δ2XL1 −∆PLXL1XL2

XL1 +XL2

Where δL is the load angle, while XL1 and XL2 respectively
represent the reactance of the transmission line connecting SG1
(or VSM1) and SG2 (or VSM2) to PL. From (6), assuming that
∆δ1 and ∆δ2 are very small i.e. ∆δ1 = ∆δ2 ≈ 0, ∆δL can

be represented as:

|∆δL| ≈
∆PLXL1XL2

XL1 +XL2
(7)

From (7), it is observed that variations in the loading condition
∆PL and in the reactance of the transmission line ∆XL are
the main grid parameters that impact the small-signal (angular)
stability of the system. It is noted that for a given transmission
line, XL is proportional to the length of the transmission line.
Hence, the robustness of the VSMPSS will be evaluated for (1)
variations in the system loading, (2) variations in the length
of the transmission tie-line ltie. The SG-VSMPSS setup in sub-
section III-A is employed here.

1) Impact of varying system loading: To observe the sta-
bility of the VSMPSS for varying load conditions, SL2 is
varied from 0.6–1.2 pu. For the purpose of comparison, a
scenario without PSS is also shown in the result. The Bode
plot of the system frequency response is observed using the
virtual governor loop, with f∗ and f taken as the input and
output of the open loop transfer function Gf (s) respectively
i.e. Gf (s) = f/f∗. From Fig. 4, it is observed that without
the PSS, although the phase margin (PM) is satisfactory i.e.
PM = 35°, the system has a relatively sharp peak at 2.6
rad/s which indicates poor damping. With the VSMPSS, the
peak is eliminated for all scenarios indicating satisfactory
damping. Furthermore, the PM is significantly improved for all
configurations i.e. 93°≤ PM ≤ 106°. The gain margin (GM)
for all scenarios is satisfactory, and is not impacted by the PSS
i.e. 63 dB ≤ GM ≤ 69 dB.

2) Impact of variations in the length of the tie-line: The test
here analyses the VSMPSS stability for different ltie, varying
from 80–160 km. The frequency response is also observed
using Gf (s) = f/f∗. From Fig. 5, it is observed that without
the PSS, although the PM is satisfactory (i.e. PM = 38°) the
system is not well damped at ω = 2.6 rad/s. With the VSMPSS
employed, the system is well damped for all scenarios and
the PM is improved i.e. 92°≤ PM ≤ 103°. The GM for all
scenarios is satisfactory, and is not impacted by the PSS i.e.
64 dB ≤ GM ≤ 67 dB.

C. Stability analysis of an all-VSM grid

The objectives here are to observe: (a) if the LFO modes
observed in SG exists for an all-VSM grid (b) the states partic-
ipating in the LFO (c) the impact of PSS on the overall system
stability. To achieve this, two configurations are investigated
(1) Both SGs in Fig. 2 are replaced by VSMs (VSM-VSM)
(2) PSS added on both VSMs (VSMPSS-VSMPSS).

1) VSM-VSM: It is observed from Fig. 6 that the system
is stable as all the modes are on the LHS of the jω-axis.
Two modes λ1,2 and λ3,4 are observed oscillating at 4.44
rad/s and 6.19 rad/s respectively. These modes are dominated
by states from the PLL and governor. However, ∆δ12 has
minimal influence on λ3,4. From Table III, it is observed
that these modes are well damped. Moreover, comparing this
configuration with SG-SG and SG-VSM (sub-section III-A),
it is observed that the two modes (λ1,2 and λ3,4) are much
better damped in the VSM-VSM.
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Fig. 4. Impact of varying load on VSMPSS stability:1–SL2 = 0.9 pu no PSS,
2–SL2 = 0.6 pu with PSS, 3–SL2 = 0.9pu with PSS, 4–SL2 = 1.2 pu with
PSS.

Fig. 5. Impact of varying length of tie-line on VSMPSS stability: 1–ltie = 120
km no PSS, 2–ltie = 80 km with PSS, 3–ltie = 120 km with PSS, 4–ltie =
160 km with PSS.

2) VSMPSS-VSMPSS: With the inclusion of PSS, two addi-
tional modes λ5,6 and λ7,8 are introduced in the system. These
modes are dominated by states from the PLL, virtual governor
and PSS. It is observed from Fig. 6, that the PSS moves the
modes further to the LHS indicating improved stability and
damping (see Table III).
The observation from the small-signal analysis shows that, the
replacement of SG with VSM improves the damping of inter-
area LFO. However, PSS is required for satisfactory operation.
It is also observed that the VSMPSS is robust to variations in
system operating condition. Furthermore, an all-VSM grid can
operate satisfactorily without the need for a PSS, as the LFO

TABLE III
Dominant eigenvalues for sub-section III-B

VSM-VSM
Pole Mode Damping Dominant states
λ1,2 -1.22 ± 4.44 0.265 ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL1, ∆ωPLL2, i∗cd1,

i∗cd2
λ3,4 -2.93 ± 6.19 0.428 ∆ωPLL1, ∆ωPLL2, i∗cd1, i∗cd2

VSMPSS-VSMPSS
Pole Mode Damping Dominant states
λ1,2 -3.15 ± 4.49 0.575 ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL1, ∆ωPLL2, i∗cd1,

i∗cd2, ∆Vpss

λ3,4 -5.75 ± 5.33 0.734 ∆ωPLL1, ∆ωPLL2, i∗cd1, i∗cd2,
∆Vpss

λ5,6 -1.42 ± 3.58 0.368 ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL1, ∆ωPLL2, i∗cd1,
i∗cd2, ∆Vpss

λ7,8 -1.28 ± 3.89 0.3 ∆δ12, ∆ωPLL1, ∆ωPLL2, ∆Vpss

Fig. 6. Impact of PSS on LFO in an all-VSM grid

modes are well damped. Although the PSS can improve the
stability of an all-VSM grid, it is not a requirement as is the
case for SG dominated grids. It is noted that, as with all control
designs, the above conclusion will not be valid for a poorly
tuned VSM.

Fig. 7. IEEE benchmark two-area four-machine system [28]

IV. TRANSIENT STABILITY

The objective of this section is to observe the dynamics of
the system when subjected to large disturbances. To achieve
this, the IEEE benchmark two-area four-machine system (also
known as Kundur model) has been implemented (Fig. 7).
This system (Fig. 7) is the dedicated IEEE benchmark for
investigating LFOs and the role of PSS in power systems
[60]. The full-order MATLAB/SIMULINK model of the SG
with AVR and governor has been employed here. The SG
and network parameters are detailed in [28], while the VSM
parameters are detailed in Table. I. In Figs. 8–21, ∆δ12, ∆δ13
and ∆δ14 represent the relative angular oscillation of SG2 (or
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VSM2), SG3 (or VSM3) and SG4 (or VSM4) with respect
to SG1 (or VSM1). P1, P2, P3 and P4 represent the active
power generated from SG1 (or VSM1), SG2 (or VSM2), SG3
(or VSM3) and SG4 (or VSM4) respectively. Q1, Q2, Q3

and Q4 represent the reactive power generated from SG1 (or
VSM1), SG2 (or VSM2), SG3 (or VSM3) and SG4 (or VSM4)
respectively. The V and f are measured at bus 7 (see Fig. 7).
Three test cases have been investigated:
(A) Impact of VSM replacing SG.
(B) Robustness of the VSMPSS.
(C) Evaluation of an all-VSM with respect to an all-SG grid.

A. Impact of VSM replacing SG

To observe the transient stability of the system, a 3-phase
fault is applied on the tie-line at bus 8 (see Fig. 7) at t
= 20 s for a period of 200 ms. Four system configurations
are observed. Configuration 1: four SGs with no PSS (4SG).
Configuration 2: SG2 and SG4 replaced by VSMs (2SG-
2VSM)). Configuration 3: PSS added to the two SGs in
configuration 2 (2SGpss-2VSM). Configuration 4: PSS added
to the two VSMs in configuration 2 (2SG-2VSMpss). The
standard MB-PSS available on MATLAB/SIMULINK which
offers the best performance is implemented on the SGs, while
the PSS designed in section III is implemented on the VSMs.
This offers a good base-line evaluation on the efficacy of the
PSS employed on the VSM. The results of these tests are
shown in Figs. 8–11, which are discussed as follows:
Angle stability: From Fig. 8, it is observed that the oscillation
is an inter-area mode i.e. ωosc ≈ 4.2rads−1, with machines in
Area 1 swinging against machines in Area 2; δ13 and δ14 are
much larger than δ12. For configuration 1, the system loses
synchronization as the amplitude of the angular oscillations
progressively increases after fault, indicating lack of sufficient
damping torque. For configuration 2, it is observed that the
system is stable but poorly damped; as the angular oscillations
do not increase post-fault, but will take a long period of time to
be damped out. For configuration 3, due to the addition of the
MB-PSS on SG1 and SG3, the oscillation is rapidly damped
and the system maintains synchronism. For configuration 4,
with the addition of PSS to the VSMs, the system oscillations
are promptly damped out. It is observed that the performance
of the PSS on the VSM (See Fig. 1), is very comparable to
the MB-PSS on the SG. Hence, a complex PSS design is not
required on the VSM to obtain satisfactory performance.

Active power oscillation: For configuration 1 (see Fig. 9), it
is observed that the power oscillations progressively increases
post-fault as the system is unstable. For configuration 2, the
power oscillations do not increase but will take long time to be
damped out. It is also observed that the inertial response from
the SG is more dominant, ensuring quicker power recovery
from the SG post-fault. Due to the surge in power from the SGs
(P1 and P3), the VSMs (P2 and P4) seems to recover slowly
to maintain power balance in the system. For configuration
3, the power oscillation is promptly damped and the system
maintains stability. For configuration 4, the power oscillation
is also effectively damped and it is observed that the active
power dip is less than all other scenarios. This is a result of

Fig. 8. Rotor angle: 1−4SG, 2−2SG-2VSM, 3−2SGpss-2VSM,
4−2SG-2VSMpss.

the increased Q injection due to PSS action, which leads to a
corresponding reduction in voltage sag (see Fig. 11(a)).

Reactive power injection: It is observed (see Fig. 10) that,
the Q injected in configuration 1 and configuration 2 are
comparable, though Q is slightly less in configuration 1. In
configuration 3, it is observed that the increased Q injection
on SG1 and SG3 is accompanied by transient absorption of
Q in the VSMs (Q2 and Q4) to maintain Q balance in the
system. Similarly, in configuration 4 the SGs (Q1 and Q3)
transiently absorb Q due to the increased Q injection on the
VSMs employing PSS. In comparison with the other scenarios,
configuration 4 injects the maximum Q during fault, thus
ensuring the best voltage support.

Voltage: It is observed (see Fig. 11(a)) that the voltage
dip in configurations 2 and 3 are similar. The voltage dip
in configuration 1 is the largest because it injects the least
Q during fault. On the contrary, the least voltage dip is
observed in configuration 4 due to the maximum Q injected.
This ensures a better voltage support in configuration 4 than
all other configurations. The post-fault voltage swell and dip
observed on configuration 3 and configuration 4 respectively,
are due to the stabilizing signals injected into the system by
the PSS.

Frequency: It is observed (see Fig. 11(b)), that configuration
1 exhibits the least deviation during fault. For configurations
2–4, the frequency is maintained within nominal value ±1%
[55], and is not impacted by the PSS. From this test, it is
observed that the replacement of SGs with VSM improves
damping of inter-area LFOs. However, PSS is required for
satisfactory performance.

B. VSMPSS Robustness test

To evaluate the robustness of the VSMPSS (see Fig. 1), the
following scenarios are simulated on the same SG (or VSM)
configuration as sub-section IV-A: (1) local fault, (2) fault on
a heavily loaded tie-line, and (3) reversal of power flow on
heavily loaded tie-line:
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Fig. 9. Active Power (pu):1−4SG, 2−2SG-2VSM, 3−2SGpss-2VSM,
4−2SG-2VSMpss.

Fig. 10. Reactive Power (pu): 1−4SG, 2−2SG-2VSM, 3−2SGpss-2VSM,
4−2SG-2VSMpss.

Fig. 11. (a) Voltage (pu): 1−4SG, 2−2SG-2VSM, 3−2SGpss-2VSM,
4−2SG-2VSMpss. (b) Frequency (pu): same as (a).

1) Local Fault: To observe the transient stability in the
event of a local fault, a 3-phase fault is applied at bus 6 (see
Fig. 7) at t = 20 s for a period of 200 ms. The results of this
tests are shown in Figs. 12 & 13.

Angle stability: From Fig. 12, it is observed that the local
fault is more severe than the fault applied at the tie-line (see
Fig. 8), due to the proximity of the fault to the SG (or VSM).
For configuration 1, the system instantaneously falls out-of-
step post-fault. For configuration 2, the system is marginally
stable, as the angular oscillations are not incremental post-
fault. For configurations 3 and 4, the oscillation is rapidly
damped due to the PSS action on the SG and VSM respec-
tively.

Fig. 12. Rotor angle: 1−4SG, 2−2SG-2VSM, 3−2SGpss-2VSM,
4−2SG-2VSMpss.

Active Power oscillation: The power oscillation (see Fig. 13)
for configurations 1 and 2, will trigger protective relays i.e out-
of-step and pole slip protection relays [30]. For configurations
3 and 4, the oscillations are promptly damped, and the
performance of the VSMPSS (configuration 4) is comparable
with MB-PSS (configuration 3) applied on the SG.

2) Fault on a heavily loaded tie-line: The load at area 2
(see Fig. 7) is increased from 2 pu to 2.4 pu, leading to an
increase in the tie-line power flow from 413 MW to 645 MW.
The fault is applied at the tie-line at bus 8 (same as sub-section
IV-A). The test results are shown in Figs. 14 & 15.

Angle stability: From Fig. 14, it is observed that the angular
oscillations are undamped and poorly damped for configu-
rations 1 and 2 respectively. For configuration 3 and 4, the
oscillations are promptly damped.

Active Power oscillation: From Fig. 15, it is observed that
the power oscillations are unsatisfactory for configurations 1
and 2. The result for configurations 3 and 4 illustrate that the
oscillations are promptly damped post-fault, and demonstrate
the efficacy of the PSS on the VSM.

3) Reversal of power flow on heavily loaded tie-line: Here,
the loads at Area 1 and Area 2 are swapped (see Fig. 7).
Thereafter, the load at Area 1 is increased from 2 pu to 2.4
pu, resulting in a net export of 645 MW power from Area 2
to Area 1. The fault is applied at the tie-line at bus 8 (same
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Fig. 14. Rotor angle: 1−4SG, 2−2SG-2VSM, 3−2SGpss-2VSM,
4−2SG-2VSMpss.

as sub-section IV-A). The test results are shown in Figs. 16 &
17.

Angle stability: The results in Figs. 16 & 17, illustrate that
the system performance is unsatisfactory for both configura-
tions 1 and 2. For configuration 3 and 4 (see Fig. 16), the
oscillations are promptly damped. Unlike [5], the VSMPSS
performance is not impacted by the reversal of the tie-line
power flow.

Active Power oscillation: From Fig. 17, it is observed that
the system performance is satisfactory for configurations 3 and
4.

The above tests show that the VSMPSS is robust, as it
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provides adequate damping and satisfactory performance for
various severe fault scenarios. The results also demonstrate
that complex PSS designs (e.g. MB-PSS) are not required for
satisfactory operation.

C. Evaluation of an all-VSM with respect to an all-SG grid

The objective is to observe the overall performance of an
all-SG system in comparison to an all-VSM system. The same
fault scenario employed in sub-section IV-A is applied here.
Three system configurations are considered here. Configura-
tion 1: four SGs no PSS (4SG). Configuration 2: four SGs with
four MB-PSSs (4SGpss). Configuration 3: four VSMs no PSS
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(4VSM). Configuration 1 is same as the configuration 1 in sub-
section IV-A, and is illustrated for the purpose of comparison
and is not further discussed. The results are illustrated in Figs.
18–21.

Angle Stability: For configuration 2 (see Fig. 18), the rotor
angle oscillation is rapidly damped post-fault due to the MB-
PSSs action. For configuration 3, no oscillation is observed
in the system post-fault, however there is a net angular
displacement post-fault. This is because δ is determined by
PLL in the VSM, and is not required to return to pre-fault
values to maintain stability, while δ is a function of the swing
equation in the SG, which ensures δ returns to pre-fault values
to maintain stability.

Fig. 18. Rotor angle: 1−4SG, 2−4SGpss, 3−4VSM.

Fig. 19. Power (pu): 1−4SG, 2−4SGpss, 3−4VSM.

Fig. 20. Reactive Power (pu): 1−4SG, 2−4SGpss, 3−4VSM.

Active Power oscillation: As shown in configuration 3 of
Fig. 19, since no (inter-area) oscillations are generated in an
all-VSM system, PSS is not required. Recovery time of P in
configuration 2 and configuration 3 (see Fig. 19) are similar,
however there is less overshoot on configuration 3, and the
system recovers to pre-fault operating condition much faster.

Reactive Power injection: Similar response is observed (see
Fig. 20) on both configuration 2 and 3 with respect to the
reactive power injected during fault. This shows that the
VSM can adequately support the grid voltage when SGs are
relinquished.

Voltage: As shown in Fig. 21(a), post-fault voltage regu-
lation on configuration 3 is much better than that of con-
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Fig. 21. (a) Voltage (pu): 1−4SG, 2−4SGpss, 3−4VSM. (b) Frequency
(pu): same as (a).

figuration 2. The voltage dip during fault is similar and the
discrepancies observed may be attributed to the differences in
equivalent impedance the SG and VSM present to the system,
since injected Q is similar on both VSM and SG.

Frequency: Frequency regulation (see Fig. 21(b)) seems
better in configuration 3 than configuration 2, as the frequency
returns to pre-fault condition much quicker. It is also observed
that the employment of PSS on the SG has negative impact
on the frequency nadir of the system.

From this test case, it is observed that for an all-VSM
grid, inter-area oscillations do not exist, hence PSS is not
required. This corroborates the observation from the small-
signal analysis, which illustrates that the LFO modes for all-
VSM grids are well damped and the PSS is redundant. Based
on these results, one may suggest decoupling all SGs from
the network using VSM-controlled AC-DC-AC converter (a
similar structure proposed in [22] for wind turbines). This will
eliminate LFOs, smoothen transition to a sustainable all-VSM
system and enhance system stability.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated the impact of VSM based RESs on
the LFOs in the power system. This was achieved using a
detailed two-machine state space model to analyze the small-
signal stability, while the transient stability was investigated in
an IEEE bench mark dedicated for inter-area oscillations. From
the small-signal stability analysis, it was observed that when
VSM replaces SG, an additional LFO is added to the system.
This LFO is sufficiently damped and does not adversely impact
the system stability. The PLL and virtual governor from the
VSM play a major role on the LFO interaction with the
SG. The net impact of the SG replacement with VSM is an
improved damping of the LFO modes. However, the VSM
must be integrated with PSS for satisfactory performance when
interconnected with SGs. The robustness of the VSMPSS was
validated for different test scenarios. For an all-VSM system,
the LFO modes are well damped and inter-area oscillations
do not exist, which makes using a PSS redundant. Thus, to
eliminate LFOs without the need for a PSS, it is pertinent
to decouple the SGs from the grid using VSMs. The authors
recognize that, due to the wide variant VSM algorithms in
literature, the conclusions here may not be consistent for

all topologies, and will not be valid for a poorly designed
VSM. The results of the transient analysis closely match the
small-signal analysis, which shows that the two-machine test
bed accurately describes the dynamics of the participating
generators and can be employed for investigating the LFOs
in VSMs with diverse dynamics.
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